e-Fleet Mobile
What is it?

Features and beneﬁts

e-Fleet Mobile is an award-winning web app for both drivers
and fleet managers that works on modern smartphone devices.

•

Driver mileage input
Drivers can use e-Fleet Mobile to easily update their mileage
directly to e-Fleet Manager. Provides improved expense
management, more accurate mileage recording and faster
expense claims and payment. It also allows ﬂeet managers
to closely monitor accumulating mileages and produce
predictive mileage reports identifying vehicles in danger of
exceeding contract mileages.

•

e-Fleet Mobile oﬀers drivers enhanced functionality and
remote access to the key services needed to ensure their
vehicles continue to operate eﬀectively.

Business Trips
Drivers can log their business trips with automatic calculation
of journey distance. Fleet managers can set tolerances for
over mileage requiring justiﬁcation for longer journeys.
Reduce fuel costs through improved mileage management
and makes mileage input easier as business mileage is
automatically calculated based on trips logged.

•

The app integrates with e-Fleet Manager, our online ﬂeet
management system, ensuring ﬂeet managers are in control
of their ﬂeet at all times through the eﬀective recording of
vital driving information.

Driver support numbers
Drivers simply enter their registration number to access all
their main contact numbers and access points, tailored to
each driver, from breakdown recovery to tyre replacement.

•

Service booking
Drivers can easily book a service from within the app itself
with driver and vehicle data pre-populated for ease of use.

•

Vehicle inspection reporting
Drivers can log a in-depth vehicle inspection allowing ﬂeet
managers to monitor the condition of their ﬂeet. Provides
improved and auditable health and safety compliance.

•

Driver documents
Ensure your drivers always have access to the latest version
of important documentation such as your ﬂeet policy.

•

Vehicle Ordering
Drivers can compare vehicles in their grade list to check
speciﬁcation, beneﬁt in kind, whole life cost, trade up and
down grades (if permitted) and ordered directly from the
app.

How will it help your business?
e-Fleet Mobile makes life simple for drivers and provides
better control for ﬂeet managers. The app allows drivers to
record their mileage, book a service and access all of their
support numbers in one place; while for ﬂeet managers,
there’s predictive mileage contract control and vehicle
inspection reporting.

Why Neva Consultants?

•

•

•

e-Fleet Mobile was named ‘Best App’ by BusinessCar magazine
as part of their hotly contested Fleet Technology Awards.
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